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Why an iPhone Can Cause Cancer
Abstract. The article describes a compound of nidi that are united by the same
cause. As is shown, this cause is the harmful emanations from smartphones of iPhone
type.
Introduction
Knowing my capabilities, an elderly woman addressed me with an interesting request.
Physicians diagnosed her with increased values of all cancer-specific markers, yet were
unable to find any nidus that could have caused such a state of her body. To my question
as to whether she was using a smartphone of iPhone type, the woman replied that she
was seldom using it and that she had bought it mere four months ago. I asked this
unexpected question for the reason that, even before this case, I had conducted
preliminary studies of emanations from this type of smartphones. As a result of these
studies, two interesting facts were established. First, a negative polarization of these
emanations, meaning the malignant impact on a human body. Second, a high intensity of
these emanations that exceeds emanations from the old-type cellular phones many times
over. This article is dedicated to the outcomes of more detailed studies.
iPhones and human health
The above-mentioned specifics of the iPhone emanations stipulated its other negative
properties as well. It mostly concerns the operating range of these emanations. As
measurements of various iPhones have demonstrated, their emanations spread up to 1.5
m away in an idle mode. In an operating mode, this distance almost doubles.
Consequently, not only all users of iPhones, but people within the said operating range
too, can receive a full exposure dose after a given period. As we have ascertained, even
prior to the nidi emerging in a human body, negative emanations from an iPhone
dramatically reduce the operational efficiency of the immune system bringing it down to
nearly zero. It concerns people whose initial immunity strength is not high and is the
major factor of nidi emergence. It is worthy of note that most nidi caused by the effect of
iPhone emanations are of a cancerous nature. This very fact manifested itself in the
abovementioned woman that applied to me for help. It should be noted that in the
described case, insignificant period of the smartphone’s use resulted in mere earliest
stages of the oncological disease development that cannot be detected by diagnostic
devices.
However, it remains unclear at first glance how the illness-causing emanations of an
iPhone affect the formation of cancerous nidi in the body. Studies of the composition of
the said emanations showed that they contain a specter that is relevant to emanations of
the oncogenic virus. With a weak immune system, these emanations can damage the
body’s healthy cells whose emanation frequency is in line with that of the oncogenic virus
[4].
I had a chance to observe a family where the child had type 1 diabetes and the
mother used an iPhone. While examining the cerebrum structures in the mother and the
child, a deviant 34th chromosome was detected in the interbrain and hippocampus. As the
34th deviant chromosome occurs in all iPhone users, it can be considered the major sign of
the body being affected by disease-causing emanations of this smartphone type.

It should be noted that the mother applied to me for help regarding her child’s
diabetes. Normally, I do not handle type 1 diabetes with standard symptoms, but if I
detect a diabetes type that concerns non-standard etiology, this case may interest me as
an academician. In the described case, I had a chance to observe a non-standard pattern,
where the evening blood sugar level exceeded the norm by 3-4 times, while the morning
level was within the normal limits. Subsequently, I established that the child was
oppressed by the negative emanations from the mother’s iPhone. A more in-depth
examination of the child’s organism showed that diabetes was only one of the
manifestations of being damaged by the iPhone emanations; the main nidus was found in
the central nervous system with all relevant consequences. In other words, the spinal cord
and the cerebrum structure contained nidi of a cancerous nature.
The body treatment must be started with a normalization of the deviant 34th
chromosome. It should be noted that in a number of cases, iPhone emanations cause an
emergence of the 34th deviant chromosome in the hematopoietic system and the
esophagus as well. An absence of the deviant chromosomes in the said brain structures,
the hematopoietic system and the esophagus are indicative of a complete recover of the
patient. However, the very first thing to do it to neutralize the harmful emanations of an
iPhone, for which purpose special phone covers exist.
I also had a chance to observe a woman who stayed in an intensive-care ward for
five days after a surgery. Her daughter who was using an iPhone stayed with her this
whole time. Imagine my surprise when I found the 34th deviant chromosome in a number
of the mother’s cerebrum structures while examining her. It is an interesting fact that in
most iPhone users, the 34th deviant chromosome is diagnosed primarily in the glia area. In
other words, these users suffer from a cerebrum glioblastoma at various stages of the
disease. It should be noted that, in addition to the nidi listed above, in a number of cases,
the harmful emanations of iPhones damage the throat, thyroid gland, esophagus, liver and
genitals and impair eyesight and hearing as well. The situation should be described here in
more details. Your humble servant was talking over the phone with a person for one
minute having been aware in advance that the correspondent was using an iPhone. After
this conversation, a discovery of a pre-cancerous condition in the auditory nerve of the
right ear caused no surprise but rather confirmed the supposition that a person talking on
the old-type cellular phone with an iPhone user receives a certain dose of harmful
emanations that enter the brain directly through the auditory passage. In such cases, the
auditory nerve is the first one to be affected. It is clear that, with seldom conversations, a
normal immune system will protect the auditory nerve from iPhone emanations, but
frequent and prolonged conversations are capable of substantially impairing the
performance of the immune system of an old-type cellular phones’ user with iPhone
holders. Speaking of the latter, the impact of their devices’ emanations on their auditory
nerve and cerebrum structures via the auditory passage will make itself felt much sooner.
All this concerns conversations. The second channel for the disease-causing iPhone
emanations entering the body is the eyes that are also directly linked with the cerebrum
structures. Finally, the hematopoietic system becomes irradiated when an iPhone is used
in an idle mode in the men’s pockets or women’s handbags and when an iPhone is used as
intended for working with applications.
In addition to the cases described above, there occur more complex cases that
concern a simultaneous impact of various emanations. For instance, an acquaintance of
mine addressed me once regarding his granddaughter’s health. While examining her by
the informational wave medicine method, I detected the 27th, 31st, 33rd, 34th and 35th
deviant chromosomes. Judging from the aggregate deviant chromosomes, one could make
an early conclusion as to the young woman having the third stage of a geopathogenic
disease (the 35th deviant chromosome) and a compound of nidi caused by the malignant

iPhone emanation (the 34th deviant chromosome). A more detailed in-depth diagnostics
confirmed the previous assumption and relevant clinical manifestations. For instance, in
the case of a geopathogenic disease, it is an existence of a negative polarization of motor
neurons in the anterior horns, which occurs when amyotrophic lateral sclerosis develops.
As for the nidi caused by iPhone emanations, they coincided with the ones listed above to
a point. I was not surprised when the young woman’s parents informed me that physicians
were unable to determine the causes of such a great number of cancerous nidi having
emerged in her body. Obviously, with the described state of the body, to make it
functioning in a regular way is quite a complex task. The orthodox medicine is incapable of
executing it. I hope that such pathological conditions can be cured with the help of
informational wave medicine.
Conclusion
As the reader understands, the humankind is about to face a great trouble unless
serious measures are taken. This trouble includes sterility, if children that are affected by
iPhone emanations live to a reproductive age; cerebrum cancer, liver cancer, esophagus
cancer; eyes and a number of other organs that are exposed to the strongest iPhone
emanation. It should also be noted that recently, the number of instances of type 1
diabetes in children caused by iPhone emanations has dramatically increased. The very
difficulty of prevention of this trouble is that the classical medicine is hard to convince that
conclusions we made are fully justified and that methods the therapists are equipped with
cannot instantly solve the task they are facing.
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